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Introduction: Hayabusa2 spacecraft successfully 

collected a total of ~5.4 g of materials through two 
touchdowns from the surface of C-type near-Earth 
asteroid 162173 Ryugu, and brought them back to the 
Earth in Dec. 2020. The first touchdown (TD1) 
samples were taken from the representative region 
suggesting by the global reflectance spectra on Ryugu 
asteroid, and the second touchdown (TD2) samples 
were collected from the region close to the artificial 
crater excavated by the Small Carry-on Impactor [1]. 
Therefore, it is expected that the returned sample 
should contain both surface and subsurface materials 
of Ryugu. After the samples were delivered to JAXA 
Extraterrestrial Curation Center (ESCuC), individual 
grains have been picked up, stored into sapphire dish, 
and obtained their fundamental characteristics by non-
destructive analyses as curation initial description [2, 
3]. The obtained data will open in early 2022 for the 
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) through curatorial 
Database System for Ryugu Sample [4].  

During the first 6 months, we observed 205 
individual grains, 100 from chamber A and 105 from 
chamber C. Based on visible characteristics of surface 
morphology, the grains were classified into 4 groups 
[5]. In this study, we present the linkage of petrology 
and mineralogy of 4 grains representing each group 
with surface characteristics obtained by the curation 
initial description. 

Samples and Experiments: Four grains of Ryugu 
samples representing each of the four groups were 
allocated for JAXA detailed descriptions in July 2021 
(see Fig.1). The morphological classification of Ryugu 
samples that we propose and the abundance of each 
group in 205 grains are as follows: 1/ Dark and fluffy, 
96.1%: these features are dominant in Ryugu samples; 
2/ Dark and glossy, 13.7%: they are present either on a 
part or on the entire of grain; 3/ Bright, 9.3%: also 
present either on a part or on the entire of grain; 4/ 
White regions, 4.9%: they are observed over 300 μm in 
size. Those characteristics may be observed alone or in 
duplicate on a single grain. Grains belonging to ‘Bright’ 
group have been found to be twice as many as the TD2 
samples in the TD1. For the other groups, the 
abundance between TD1 and TD2 samples is almost 
similar. 

We conducted petrological and mineralogical 
observations of the 4 allocated grains, A0042 (group1), 
C0094 (group2), A0017 (group3) and C0041 (group4) 
shown in Fig.1. All the experiments were carried out at 
ESCuC. FE-SEM/EDS observation was performed 
using Hitachi SU6600 equipped with a slow purge 
system in order to non-air-exposure transportation. The 
samples were placed on an Al dish without fixing and 
coating, and observed at 15 kV, ~ 0.3 nA. After SEM 
observations, we performed a sample chipping by 
tantalum chisel under pure N2 atmosphere inside Glove 
Box. We designed and manufactured a dedicated 
positioning jig so that the target position in a 1 mm 
size sample can be divided as much as possible. After 
the sample division, SEM observation was performed 
again for the samples about 100 µm in size, and the 
larger samples were stored in sapphire dish with pure 
N2 environment. Based on SEM results, 4-5 particles 
showing the surface characteristics of each group were 
selected and fixed to the tips of carbon fibers (5 µm in 
diameter) with crystal bonds. X-ray diffraction analysis 
was performed by using RIGAKU RA-Micro7 HFMR, 
a µXRD device that can measure by the transmission 
method by irradiating Ryugu fragments installed in 
Goniometer with X-rays narrowed down to 100 µmφ 
with a collimator. 

Results and Discussion: The major constituent 
minerals are phyllosilicate, magnetite, carbonate, and 
phosphate proposed by FE-SEM/EDS, which are 
common among the four groups. XRD results 
confirmed that phyllosilicate, magnetite, and pyrrhotite 
are distributed ubiquitously of the order of 100µm 
scales. On the other hand, carbonate, pentlandite and 
phosphate are revealed to be heterogeneously present 
in the XRD scale since the abundance are smaller than 
the other minerals. The chemical compositions of 
matrices do not show significantly difference between 
groups, and close to CI chondrites rather than CMs.         

The detailed observations of each group are 
shown below. C0041: The white regions were 
identified as carbonates. The carbonate larger than 500 
µm might be a well crystalized Fe-Mg carbonate, a 
siderite suggested by XRD results. Presence of 
dolomites was also confirmed, but their particle sizes 
were less than 10 µm. C0094 having dark and glossy A0042 
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feature: Pyrrhotites having smooth surface coexisted 
with those having modified surface. According to 
observations of Itokawa particles and lunar soil, the 
modified texture on pyrrhotites might be produced by 
micrometeoroid bombardment [6]. In addition, the 
other space-weathering textures like melt-droplets and 
craters were also found in this grain. A0017 showing 
brighter surface: The same as in C0094, modified 
pyrrhotites, craters, and melt-droplets were recognized 
across the grain. In particular, all pyrrhotites in the 
back side of this grain revealed modified texture 
instead of smooth surface, and a bubble-rich smooth 
layer was observed (Fig.2), which might be due to 
severe space-weathering process, and similar with 
‘amorphous layer’ or ‘melt-layer’ reported in [7]. 

XRD results show that no significant difference 
was detected between the samples of A0042 which 
seems to be typical and fresh Ryugu material and those 
of C0094 and A0017 showing space-weathering 
texture. Since it has been pointed out by TEM 
observations by Noguchi that the space-weathered 
layer of Ryugu grains consists mainly of amorphous 
phyllosilicate and very fine-grained Fe-Ni-S [7], it 
seems that our XRD data could not detect these tiny 
low-crystallinity phases. The presence of tiny sulfides 
within the melt-layer found in severe space-weathering 
texture may be reflected in the bright features of 
A0017 seen with a microscope.  

Comparison with curation initial description: 
Comparing the FTIR and MMEGA data [8, 9] of the 
four grains obtained in the curation initial description 
with these mineralogical and petrological features 
observed in this study, consistent results were obtained. 
Large carbonates of C0041 were detected in both FTIR 
and MMEGA, and MMEGA was also able to identify 
the mineral phase as Fe-rich carbonate [10]. 

A0017 is microscopically 'bright', but it can be 
also confirmed from the average spectrum of MMEGA 
with the high reflectance. Since a footprint of FTIR is 
about φ1 mm, it is difficult to compare the reflectance 
between grains without reflection effect of surrounding 
dishes [11]. FTIR data of C0094 and A0017 containing 
space weathering textures shows absorption band 
centered at around 2.72 μm due to O-H stretching 
vibration in Mg-rich phyllosilicates. On the other hand, 
typical Ryugu grains such as A0042 have a center 
position close to 2.71 µm, which is consistent with 
many other Ryugu grains measured by [12]. The peak 
shift to the longer wavelength is considered to reflect 
that the phyllosilicate on the grain surface is modified 
by space weathering and becomes amorphous. Similar 
shift has been confirmed in detailed data analysis of 
MMEGA on the other Ryugu samples [13] and 
reported that they are more common in TD1 samples. 

This result is consistent that heavily weathered ‘Bright’ 
grains are more found in TD1 samples collected from 
the asteroidal top surface than in TD2 samples 
collected both from surface and subsurface.   

Summary: Four grains representing each of four 
morphological groups are similar in terms of major 
constituent mineral combinations, matrix chemical 
composition, and major mineral abundance. All results 
suggest that Ryugu sample is like CI chondrites. The 
visible characteristics of each group were suggested to 
be due to the presence of large carbonate minerals and 
structural changes by space weathering. The degree of 
space weathering estimated in this study is the highest 
for A0017, followed by C0094, A0042 and C0041 for 
fresh surfaces. 
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Fig. 1.  Optical microscopic images of allocated grains. 
a) A0042 (Dark and fluffy). b) C0094 (Dark and 
glossy). c) A0017 (Bright). d) C0041 (White region).  

 
 
Fig. 2. Bubble-rich 
smooth layer in 
A0017.  
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